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Clean Indoor Illinois] can make a case against the company and its President for using corporate funds to pay for political activity." Callaway also sent the group letters pointing out to him that he was now working with the candidate that he had previously declared his opposition to. The group has since also hired Chicago lawyer Marc Lielman, who was on the legal team of City Club founder Sidley Austin, where he defended pro-life groups against the allegations of
abetting murder. "I was kind of stunned," Lielman said. "They were trying to get my client to make certain political activities legal, and they were doing it through the city club, which is a social club." But he said that he wasn't worried about the legalities of the situation. "I think they were targeting a legal issue that never had any merit," he said. "I had no objection to getting into a political issue, but this one didn't have any basis in law." Brian Rostock, a Democratic
attorney, had been set to take up the case against the directors. He said that he'd been contacted by Callaway on the 20th of February. "We started filing the papers a week later," he said. "I received all of our discovery the day after." Rostock said that the group had attempted to contact the Republican Party to settle the case before filing the legal complaint. He said that he has not yet received any response. "I think they just thought they could intimidate us, and then
take the complaint and slap it on them," he said. "It looks like the directors are worried," Lielman said. "This is not an attack on one particular group, or one particular neighborhood, or one particular set of ideas," Rostock said. "It's an attack on the law." However, the Midwest Coalition for Immigrant
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Q: How to clear a tkinter Label I'm creating a GUI with Tkinter and Python. When I create a label, I get an error that says: TypeError: can't concatenate'str' and 'int' objects. I've tried to use a method to clear the label. lblPlayer2Name = tk.Label(canvas, text="Player 2 Name") lblPlayer2Name.grid(row=3, column=1) self.lblPlayer2Name.grid_remove() I'd expect that code to clear the text from the label, but instead, I get the error. How do I clear the label? A: I don't
think you want to clear the label because the text is the label. I think you want to clear the contents of the label. To do that you could make it empty: self.lblPlayer2Name.delete(1.0, 'end') Note that the label isn't the only widget that supports this method. For example you could delete a label by calling its.delete method. The advantage to this is that if there is more than one widget you want to delete, you don't have to keep track of the indexes. A: You can simply delete
the content. self.lblPlayer2Name.delete('1.0', 'end') or clear the content self.lblPlayer2Name.delete('1.0', 'end') self.lblPlayer2Name.config(text='') or clear the content and delete the widget. self.lblPlayer2Name.delete('1.0', 'end') self.lblPlayer2Name = tk.Label(canvas, text='') A: You have to actually remove the contents from the Label. You can do this by simply setting the text property to be blank: self.lblPlayer2Name.config(text='') This will set the contents of the
Label to be empty, thus deleting itself. This will also "collapse" the label since you only have one line of text. If you want to remove the contents without changing the text, you can also do this: self.lblPlayer2Name.delete(1.0 2d92ce491b
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